Transport by air any quantity with care

Hillebrand Gori helps you transport any quantity, from a single item, to cases, pallets or even a full charter aircraft. With our network of reliable and verified agents, we make sure your products are in safe hands.

Contact us

Hillebrand Gori’s air freight services - benefits

- An office everywhere beverages are crafted or consumed
- Delivered worldwide in shortest lead time possible
- Direct flights to reduce transit times and shipment handling
- Insulated and refrigerated options to protect from the effects of thermal shocks and humidity
- Shorter transit time to reduce risk of theft or damages
- Live shipment visibility through myHillebrand
- Understanding of local legislation and international regulations

Hillebrand Gori’s end-to-end air freight solutions

- Supplier communication by local Hillebrand Gori office
- Order coordination with loading point, booking for all transport modes and administration
- Pick up and consolidation, cross-docking and temperature controlled warehouse services at origin and destination (upon request)
- Protection against temperature extremes through the use of our insulation liner technology
- Compliance to regulations and local customs clearance
- Insurance against risk for damage or loss of the cargo in transit
- Deconsolidation and final delivery
- Global visibility: myHillebrandGori

www.hillebrandgori.com